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Patented Aug. 19, 1952 2,607,724 
UNITED ' STATES -IPATENT OFFICE ; 

APPARATUS FIOR ‘THE .MANUF-ACTURE OF 
'TAPERED 'CONDUCTORS ' 

Gordon‘ F. Laing, Delavan, Wis., assignor to The 
George ‘W. Borg Corporation, Chicago,‘ 111., a 
corporation of Delaware 

Application March 29, 194.5,SerialNo. 585,475 , 

3 Claims. (01. 204-206) 
I." , 

The present invention relates in general to 
‘methods and apparatus for the manufacture of 
.tapered conductors, such as are suitable for use 
in .the manufacture .of none-linear rheostats and 
.potentiometers, and the object of the invention 
isto provide new. and improved methods .andap 
)paratus of this character. 

The invention maybe considered as an im 
provement-on the invention disclosed in the 
pending application of Thomas B. ‘Gibbs et 8.1., 
Serial No. 525,764‘, ?led March 9, 1944 .(now 
Patent 2,605,218)‘ which discloses a method and 
apparatus for making tapered conductors Ifrom 
conductors or wires of nm'iorm .crossesection by 
drawing such wirespthrough .an electrolytic bath, 
in .w-hichthey are subjected to anodicreduction. 
The taper. isproduced by progressively decreas 

, ing the speed at which the wires are drawn 
through the bath, thereby progressively increas 
ing the time in .the bath and the amount of 
metal removed from the wires. 
A -feature ‘of thepresentinvention is the use 

of alternating current in .the electrolytic bath 
rather than direct current, whichmakes possible 
a more compact and efficient arrangement of the 
electrolytic cell system. 
,A furtherfeature of the invention is the use 

of alternating .current of relatively high fre 
quency,.onthe order of 10.00cycles per. second, or 
higher, which reduces the evolution .of.gas in the 
'electrolyticcells and increases the rate of anodic 
reduction. ‘ 

The foregoing and other ,features will .be ,de 
.scribed more injdetail hereinafter ‘with reference 
to‘ the accompanying drawings, .in' Which— . 

. Fla '1 ,is, a plan view of the electrolytic cell 
system showingalso the tankand the‘circulating 
.systemfor the electrolyte; ' 
' ‘lifig. 2.is‘a.section on thejjline‘2—'2,iFig; .1; 
‘Fig.3 isa section on..the‘.1inei3+3, Figgl'; {and 
‘Fig. 4 is a diagrammatic circuit drawingbtithe 

complete apparatus. . " I ‘ 

‘ Referring to the idrawingathereference. char 
. ecter l0 indicatespart of .a‘teblarbench v-or..[other 
support . on which ' the . apparatus . is ., mounted. 
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The support‘l‘O' has a rectangularjopenins.there- ' 
.in for receiving _ aJtanK .Which.comprises the rela 
tivelyshe'llow portion LI and the well 12- "The 

‘ tank has a. marginal._ flange [31 all around which 
‘restspn the support 1.0.. as shown inFies; 2.ar,1,d13 
Tnegtank shouldbemade of suitable,acid.-proof 
material .or .sh0uld1have. a “lining ‘of acid-proof 
material. ' . ' 

"The; tank ‘is. dividedinto. two‘ sections; . I and ‘II, 
Fig. e. .by‘ en‘iimpervious :and “mwmnduc?lng 
.partition. t9. ' . v _ I 

Twobars 1'4 and t5 are provided for support 
ing ,the;electrolyt_ic __c_ells above- the tank. he; one 
'end'the 'barsrest on" the "?ange 13 of (the tank 
and‘ at ‘the other end. they rest ‘on’ the cross ‘bar 

. . 2 

l5 which is secured to the sides of the tank, as 
jindicated in Fig. 1. These bars may be made of 
. suitableacid-proof material such as polystyrene. 

‘ There must be at least two'electrolytic cells, 
and ‘fore?icient operation there should be a 
considerable number of them. The drawings 
v*sl'row‘fourteen cells, indicated by reference char 
.acte'rs‘zl to 34, inclusive. ‘ These cells and the 
‘two. headers ill. and [8 are preferably made'from 
strips. of polystyrene secured together by means 
of a cement made‘ by dissolving polystyrene in a 
"suitable ‘organic solvent. 

.‘Theelectrolytic cell {22 comprises'a bottom 
strip'?3l, which rests on the "bars l4‘ and 1 I5, the 
side strips '35 and .36, and. the short end strip 
'38. “These stripsjare cemented'together as 'pre 
viously .mentioned and form a relatively long I 
and narrow cell which is open at one‘ end and is 
closed at the other end by the end strip-3'8. The 
sidewalls 135 "and ‘36 have slots as indicated at 
'44, "Fig. .3, and there is a partition 39 near the 
closed end o'f'the cell. This partition is lower 
'than the cell walls but is somewhat higher than 
the‘ bottoms of the ‘slots 44. Between the parti 
tion” and?the end wall 318 there is an opening 
AI leading to the pipe-or tube 42. which is cement— 
ed to ‘the bottom strip 31. ' 
“The reference characters!) indicates an elec 
trodeywhich is-preferably a strip- of platinum 
resting on'the‘ bottom of the cell. At the left 
hand endvthe ‘electrode is held down-by the 
_partition"3‘9‘, as shown in Fig. ‘3, and-at the right 
“hand end it isbent down aroundtheend of the 
bottom stripj-‘l. -_ ' ' 

'The'cells 23th 33, inclusive, are-the same as 
the cell'22 "which has been‘described. The'two 
end cells-2| and 134 are the same also, except that 
the'lside -walls_=~"4-5 and 48 are made-somewhat 
"longer so as to form the-end walls of theheaders 
l1 and 1.18. ' ‘ 

The cells are'arranged on the bars l4 and [5 as 
.- shown in Fig. 1, with the odd numbered cells 
‘22', 2.3. .etc- having their open ends at one side 
of the assembly while the even vnumberedcells 
:22, .24. site- have their open endsv on the other 
side. The cells arespaced apart by the end walls 
such as "38, whichshould becemented to the side 
walls ofjthe'adiacent cells afterthey have been 
properly lined up. __In‘this way the cells are ?rm 
lysecured together. ‘ ' ' 

Thehea'der' IT- has the bottom strip 41 and the 
sidewall strip 4'6_~_and-the ends are closed by‘the 
extended sidewalls 45~ and'48 of the cells 34-and 
~21. {Tile-bottom strip has shallow notches at 
[thejpoints where the electrodes . suchnas v4|] ‘leave 
‘the associated cells,- to , avoid leaving ‘a space be 
tween the'edge of the strip and the .'ends.0f the 

I cells. The parts being well cementedtpgether 
it" easier is viQl‘nl?lilwhich spans the .row .of .cells 

_60 ‘and opens intotheeven numbered _ cells. 



wall 49 of the header. 

12,607,‘?24 
The header It includes the bottom strip 49 and 

the side strip or wall 50 and is similar to header , ' 
IT. The header 18, however, opens into the odd 
numbered cells. 
After the cells and headers are assembled as ' 

described the joints may be painted with the. 
’ polystyrene cement to insure that no leaks are 

present. 
The electrodes such as 40 which are associated?‘ 

with the even numbered cells are all connected“ 
to the bus bar 52, while the electrodes associated , 
with the odd numbered cells are connected to' 
the bus bar 5 l . - V _ 

I There are two separate and independent elec 
trolyte circulating systems, which supply elec 
trolyte to the headers IT and 13 respectively. 
One of.:these circulating systems includes the 
motor 54 and the pump 53. These parts are of 
.known construction and need not be described 
in detail. The pump 53 is located in the well [2, 
section II, and. delivers electrolyte from section 
II of the tank to the vertical pipe 55, whence it 
flows to the header l8 by way of’ the horizontal 
pipe 55, the hose 5'1, theelbow 58, and the chan-_ 
neled block 60, which is cemented to the ‘bottom 

rIfhe other circulating 
system includes the motor 56’ and a pump simi 
lar to pump 53. The pump associated with motor 
54'. is located in the Well l2, sectio'nI, and de 
livers electrolyte fromsection .I of the tank to ' 
the verticalpipe 6 I, whence it flows to the header 
H ‘through horizontal pipe 52, hose 83, ‘elbow 
58', and the channeled block 60'. ' ' " 

The volume of electrolyte delivered to the 
headers'is controlled by means of the valves 64 
and 67. The stem of valve ‘54 is threaded into 

7 a rectangular plate 66 which is supported on the 
side wall 46 of header I‘! and on the cells 26-29. 
The valve stem may be rotated in one direction 
‘or the other vby meansof a screw driver to raise 
or lower the V-shaped valve head and thus regu 
late the effective, area of the opening in the 
bottom ll‘! of the header through Whichthe elec 
trolyte flows from the channel in the block 60’. 
A locknut 65 is provided by means of which the 
valve can be secured in adjusted position. The 
valve 61 is similar to valve 64 and regulates th 
flow of electrolyte into the header [8. 1 

_ The composition of the electrolyte may vary 
somewhat depending on the kind of wire to_ be 
processed. For the manufacture of tapered con 
ductors from Nichrome or similar resistance wire 
a mixture‘ of ortho-phosphoric acid and sulphuric 
acid has been found to give good results. 
composition, for example, may be as follows: 

> Parts 

.In the above formula, the proportions given 
are by volume.’ The sulphuric acid is concen 
trated, while the phosphoric acid is 35% concen 
trated, that is, it contains 15% of water. _ 
The temperature of the electrolyte should be 

.maintained constant at a fairly high value, 50 
degrees C., for example. Although not shown 
inmthe drawings, it will be understood that suit 
able heating and temperature control apparatus 
will be provided. Apparatus such as disclosed in 

' the Gibbs et al. application previously referred 
to may be used. . 
The cell 69 is a washing cell and is supplied 

‘ with water through a suitable hose connection 
68. The water ?lls the cell ‘69 to‘ the level of 
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‘circuit. The primary winding of the transformer 
T8 is connected to the single phase A. C‘. genera- > 

4 
the end wall ,llover which it. over?ows into the 
outer cell 18 which is drained :by the hose 19. 
The walls of ‘the'cells 'EQ‘and '18 are slotted like 
the walls of the electrolytic cells 2 I, 22, etc. 
The ?rst four electrolytic cells 2| to 24 are 

shown diagrammatically in Fig. 4, with the bus 
' bars 5| and 52. These-bus bars are connected 
to the secondary winding of the constant cur 
rent transformer ‘Ill by means of the conductors 

An animeter ‘H is included in the 

tor 715 by way of the auto-transformer 12. The 
generator ‘E5 is driven by the motor “it which is 
supplied with commercial current through the 
switch Si. ' ' 

The motor generator set ‘it-75 is employed 
in order to convert the commercial alternating 
current having a frequency of 60 cycles per sec 
ond into alternating current of .higherfrequency, 
3000 cycles per second, for example. Other-Har 
rangements for supplying high frequency alter 

I nating current could be used. 
The wires 8|, 82, '83 and 84 from which tapered 

conductors are to' be made are carried on the 
spools B5, 86, $7 and 88, respectively, ‘which are 
supported for rotation in any suitable manner. 
Braking devices (not shown) may be provided to 
prevent free rotation of the spools. ' 
The wires 8i—-84 are drawn through the elec 

trolytic cells by winding them on the four take-up 
spools 855-92. 7 These spools‘ are clamped against 
the?ange 93 on shaft 94 by means of the wing 
nut 95. ‘ 

Two notched guide rods are indicated at 96 and 
97. It will be understood that in practice the 
spools, $5'—88 are located at least several feet 
away from the guide rod 99, so that there will 
,be no danger of the wires slipping out of the 
notches in the guide rod as they unwind from 
the spools. The same is true as regards the rela 
tion between the spools 89-92 and the guide 
rod 91, although the spacing here is desirable 
mainly in order to afford the necessary room 
for a suitable devicelnot shown) for causing 
each wire to be wound up on its asociated spool 
in a single evenly applied layer. 
The shaft 94 is driven by the motor 98 through 

the medium of a variable speed mechanism 99. A 
variable speed mechanism such as is disclosed in 
the Gibbs et a1. application previously referred to 
may be used. Another variable speed mecha 
nism which. is suitable for the purpose is dis 
closed in the application of Gordon F. Laing, 
Serial No. 547,041, ?led July 28, 1944 (now Patent 
2,422,306). ‘ 
v The operation of the apparatus in the manu 
facture of tapered conductors may now‘ be ex 
plained, it being assumed for this purpose that 
the apparatus is installed and connected “up as 
shown diagrammatically in Fig. 4. 
The Well ‘I2 of the tank having been ?lled with 

electrolyte, the switch S3 may be closed vto start 
the motors 54 and 54' which drive the pump 53 
and the corresponding pump in the other section 
of the tank. The operation of the pumps trans 
fers electrolyte from the Well to the headers l1 
and 18 from which it flows into the electrolytic 
cells, header I‘! supplying electrolyte to the even 
vnumbered cells 22, 24, etc. and header I8 supply 
ing electrolyte to, the odd numbered cells 2|, 

, 23, etc. 

75 

Considering cell 22, for example, the electrolyte 
?ows from heade'ri'l through'the open end of 
the cell and ?lls the cell to the top of the parti 
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5, 

tio'rr‘ 39.1.v As the: electrolyte. ‘continues. to. enter. 
thecell it. begins; to..over?ow= over; the partition 
and'iiszreturned to'the tank by way of; the drain 
age :opening ('41. and ‘thegtube; 42..- Thus a de?nite 
current. ‘of: electrolyte is». established,_ flowing, 
lengthwise of thecell... _ .. ,. , . 

The action at:thefothercells=is thesame'as de 
scribed, the: electrolyte‘. entering; each cell‘: at - its 
open: end. over?owing the partition at-~,the op 
vpositeuend‘, .andd'raim'ng. backrto-the- tank byway: 
offthe: associated drainagegopening. The valves. 
64' and? 61' shouldcbe . adjusted; to supply, an -ade-‘ 
quatevolumexotelectrolytetdthe headers l1 and 
I8, su?icientto maintain arvigorous ?ow-through 
the; cells. In: this: connectionit will be under 
stood; that the pumps have some excess capacity 
andzthat the :valves: are adjusted to limit the vol 
ume: of electrolyte delivered to theheaders to the 
desiredvalue. . . .p , , ' 

It will. be. notedthat the-drainagdtuberlz for. 
celL‘ 2 2:. andthe tubes rwhich.v drain the: other; even 
numbered cells all‘. empty into section I,‘ of the 
tank; fromxwhichelectrolyte is. pumped to the 
header IT to supply. these even numbered cells. 
The drainage tubes irom'the-oddznumberedcells, 
onthe other handempty into section II ofthe 
tank, from whichelectrolyte is. pumped . toheader 
l8-ifor the odd numberedcells. .Theodd and even 
numbered: cells-are thus suppliedby separate cin 
culatingvsystems which are electrically, insulated 
fromieach other by the- partition. IS in theLtank'.‘ 
The'wash water may now beturnedon and 

enters-the" washing cell 59. by way. of the. hose 
connection 68, ?llingrthe celliand over?owingover 
the end wall 1'! of the washingrcelliinto the outer 
cell-"I85, whence it is- drained off. through the hose 
connection ‘I9. _ ' ' 

Dueto the slbts-Minthewalls of the electro 
lytic cells, a certain amount of ‘leakage occurs. 
The electrolyte which leaks through the slots 
runs down the outside of thecelliwalls, which 
are spacedapart far enough-for this action to ‘take 
place, and drips intothe tank. There isialsoa 
leakage of water through‘the slots in the wallsrof 
the-washing cell 69; Thealeaka'ge water collects 
in thel'outer cell 'l8-‘in which the-water level is 
lower- than the‘ bottoms of the slots due to the 
location of the/drainage opening‘ near the bottom; 
Accordingly, there‘ no leakage through the slots 
in‘the walls of cell 18: I v _ ' ' 

It-‘may'be assumed now? that the vfour spools of 
wire 85~—88 have been placed on their‘supports as 
indicated-and‘ that the four take-up spools 89-92 
have. been assembled on shaft 94. The wires 
817-434’ arefpulled'v off “from their respective spools 
one‘ at a; time and" are" passed ‘under the guide 
rod 96, ,over-the'electrolytic cell system,,under the 
guiderod?l; and are?nally attached'to the-take 
upf spools; notchesbeing provided in the ?anges 
ofithe take-cup spools‘ for this purpose. The wires 
are‘ then adjusted’in'the notches of the guide rods 
and in the slots of the electrolytic cells and washer 
cells and the spools 85-88 are rotated'backwards 
if necessary until the wires become taut. It will 
be understood that the lower sides of the guide 
rods 96 and 91 shouldbe at the same level or 
slightly lower" than thebottoms of the slots in 
the cell walls: so that; as the -wires are drawn 
through there will be no tendencyv for. them to 
rise in the. cells. 
The operator may now close the switch SI to 

startv the motor generator set l6—_‘l5. The'gen 
erator-‘IS'; having-attained‘its running speed, de 
livers alternating current to the primary winding 
of the transformer 10, the'secondary winding of 
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6 
which delivers alternating :current to‘ theqelectro 
lytic cellsystem. The amount of current‘flowing 
in .the.;secondary, circuit is indicated by the. am--. 
meter ‘H: and-Jit may beassumed that thepautoj-a 
transformer-12' has been adjusted so that the 
currentrhasthe proper value. The-current should 
be‘ as high as‘possible'consistent with. the. carrying 
capacity of the wires. In the manufacture of ta. 
pered. conductors. having a. largerv diameter of 
about 5'to;8 mils and'a smaller diameter. of about 
limil .orimore; with the apparatus: described about 
32amperes per wire may be used. Thehighzcurr 
rent valueis desirable in order. to-givethe: tapered 
wiresasmoothsurface. ' - ‘ 

The anodic reduction of the wires takes‘. place 
in the odd and even numbered. cellsalternatel'ya 
During- the half cycles in which the bus .bar‘5l. is 
positive. current-?ows over. a; circuit which may 
be traced from'bus bar 52, platinum. electrodes in 
the even numbered cells, electrolyte in the even 
numbered cells,- wires- 8.|'--8¢, electrolyte- in the 
odd numbered cells, platinum electrodes in the 
odd numbered cells, and the bus bar 51, and 
anodic reduction takes place in the even numé 
bered cells, where the wires are positive with 
respect tothe electrodes; During the interven 
ing'halr cycles the circuit is- thesame-but the~di 
rection of current ?ow is reversed-and anodic' 
reduction of the wires takes- place in‘ the odd 
numbered cells. - ' 

The‘ evolution of gas is less- than in an ap 
paratus using direct current. The gases'pro 
duced in each type of apparatus are' hydrogen 
and oxygen. Both hydrogen and oxygen are 
produced by electrolysis‘ of- the water in- the 
electrolyte. The gases are liberated as- atomic 
hydrogen H and'atomic oxygen 0 and can‘ com 
bine' toform water H2O if given an opportunity 
to do; so‘, being otherwise separately converted 
to molecular hydrogen I-Ia'and molecular’ oxygen 
Ozwhich are given o? as bubbles-of gas. 
The reduction in‘ gassing in the- present ape 

paratus, using alternating current is- believed'to 
be'due to‘ the fact thatwith- this type of appara 
tusithe gases have a greater opportunity to com 
bine to‘ form water.‘ In the direct current ap 
paratus‘ the hydrogen and oxygen produced by 
electrolysis are liberated‘at di?erent' electrodes, 
hydrogen being liberated at‘ the cathode and 
oxygen‘ at the anode (the wires), and have no 
chanceat all to‘recombine; The hydrogen pro-‘ 
duced by anodic- reduction- ofithe wires is also 
liberated atv the cathode. In the alternating 

. current apparatus, on' the‘ other hand; the hy 
drogen and oxygen produced-by electrolysis and 
the hydrogen produced-by anodic reduction are 
liberated at the same electrodes,‘ since in1 each 
cell the wires function alternately as cathode 
and anode, and the gases have an opportunity 
to recombine. The. formation of waterv in this 
Way results in some reduction in gassing even 
if low frequency 60 cycle alternating current is 
used; The e?ect is increased with an increase 
in the frequency and itis advantageous, theree 
fore; to use a fairly high frequency. Frequencies 
on-the orderof 1000 to 5000 cycles-per second 
maybe-used with good results. 
The reduction-in the amount of- gassing; has 

the special advantage. that they tendency. to 
polarization‘of the wires is reduced and the ree 
duction of they wires is correspondingly Hac 
celerated. ~ ‘ . 

At the same time that the switch SI is closed 
tostart the anodic reduction process the switch 
S21 ‘maybe close.d'also,.to start the motor 98. 
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The shaft- 94 accordingly starts tov rotate to 
wind- the wires 8l—84 up on the spools 89-92 
and? draw the wires, through the electrolytic cell 
system. The speed at which the wires are drawn 
throughrthe cells depends on the setting of the 
variable‘ speed mechanism 99 through the 
medium of which the motor 98 rotates the shaft 
94. ' » ' 

- The operator will be provided with instructions 
which will enable her to produce tapered wires 10 
or conductors» having the length and taper .re- ' 
quired. vThese instructions may, for example, 
specify a wire having a de?nite number of sec-, 
tions, the length and pulling speed of which are 
designated. The length of the sections maybe 
given in terms of rotations of shaft 94qwhile 
the pulling speeds may be given as different 
settings of the variable speed mechanism. These 
settings are calculated in advance in accordance 
with the taper required. 

Before starting the operation, therefore, the 
operator will adjust the'knob I00 of the variable 
speed mechanism to the correct setting for the 
?rst section. Then, as the wires are pulled 
through, the operator counts the rotations of 
shaft “to keep track of the sections and as each 
section emerges from the electrolytic cell system 
she will adjust the knob Hill to the setting} which 
is speci?ed for the next section. A rotation 
counter may be used in connection with shaft 94, 
if desired, and will be of assistance to the op 
erator. - ‘ 

When the end sections have been pulled 
through, and a few feet of wire in addition, the 
operator will stop the operation by opening the 
switches SI and S2. The switch S3 may be left 
closed assuming that more tapered wires are to 
be made. The wires on the take-up spools are 
nowcut off one at a time where they emerge 
from the electrolytic cell system, the winding of 
these wires on the spools is completed by hand, 
and the spools are removed from the shaft 94. 
Four. tapered wires have now been completed. 
To make four more tapered wires, the operator 

will place four empty’ take-up spools on shaft 
94, and reset the variable speed mechanism. 
The wires 3|—-84 are then cut o? just to the 
left of the point where they enter the electrolytic 
cell system and} the sections of wire in' the 
electrolytic cell system are lifted‘ out and'dis 
carded. The ends of the wires on the spools 
85-438 are then passed beneath the guide rods 
and are attached to the take-up spools as be 
fore. These matters having been attended to 
and the wires having been adjusted in the ‘grooves 
of the guide rods and in the slots of the cell 
walls, the switches SI and S2 may be closed 
again, whereupon the described tapering opera 
tions are repeated. 7 . , , 

The apparatus may also be used for manu 
facturing very ?ne wire of uniform diameter, 
starting with a wire having a diameter of ,4 or 
5 mils such as can conveniently be produced by 
drawing and reducing it to the desired smaller 
diameter by pulling it through the electrolytic 
cell system. The pulling speed is determined in 
accordance with the reduction required andwis 
maintained constant throughout the operation. 
The invention having been described, that 

which is believed to be new and for which the 
protection of Letters Patent is desired will be 
pointed out in the appended claims. ~ 
Iclairm: ' 

1. Apparatus for processing wire by anodic 
reduction, comprising two groups of electrolytic 
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cells, said cells being arranged in a row. with 
the cellsof one group, alternating withthe cells 
ofthe other group, means for drawing aiwire 
through said cellsptwo independent circulating. 
systems for. circulating electrolyte through said 
two groups of cells, respectively, saidisystems 
including parts made of insulating material for 
insulating the electrolyte in one system from 
the electrolyte in the othersystem, an electrode 
ineach cell, a source of alternating current, and 
conductors connecting one terminal of- said 
source to the electrodes in one group of cells 
and the other terminal of said sourcetovthe 
electrodes in the other groupv of cells. » . . 

-2. An electrolytic cell "system for the anodic 
reduction of wires, ‘ comprising a plurality of 
electrolytic cells spaced apart in a row, a header 
extending parallel to said rowon one side there 
of and communicating with the odd numbered 
cells, a header ‘extending ‘parallel .to said row 
on the opposite- side thereof and communicating 
with the even numbered cells, two electrolyte 
storage reservoirs, discharge outlets for the odd 
numbered cells emptying into the ?rst of said 
reservoirs, discharge outlets for the even num 
bered cells emptying into the second of said 
reservoirs, two pumps for transferring electrolyte 
from .the ?rst and second reservoirs to the ?rst 
and second headers, respectively, means for 
drawing wires through said ‘cells, a source of al-, 
ternating current, electrodes in the odd num 
bered cells connected in parallel to one terminal 
of said source, and electrodes in the even num 
bered cells connected in parallel to the other 
terminal of said source. 

3. An electrolytic cell system for the anodic 
reduction of wires, comprising a plurality of 
electrolytic cells spaced apart in a row, a header 
extending parallel to said row onrone side there 
of and’communicating withgthe odd numbered 
cells, a header extending parallel to said row 
onthe opposite side thereof and communicating 
with the evennumbered' cells, discharge outlets 
for the 'odd numberedcells, discharge outlets 
for the even numbered cells, the discharge out 
let’ for, each cellbeing located at the end op: 
posite the header with which the cell communie 
cates, a circulating system for collecting electro 
lyte from the discharge outlets for the odd 
numbered cells and transferring it to said ?rst 
header, a circulating system for collecting elec 
trolyte from the ‘discharge outlets for the even 
numbered cells and transferring it to said second 
header, means for drawing wires. through said 
cellsua source of alternating‘ current, cathodes 
in ‘the odd-numbered cells connected in parallel 
torone terminal of said- source, cathodes in the 
even-numbered cells connectedin parallel to the 
other terminal ofrsaid source, and parts in said 
circulating systems made of insulating material 
to prevent current ?ow from one group of cath 
odes to the other group by way of the electrolyte 
in said headers. . 7 V ‘ 

GORDON F. LAING. , 
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